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What is FinTech?

•Finance 

•Technology
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Already happening in other industries
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How we (used to) think about risk

• When it comes to financial decisions, consumers don’t understand risk and 
need to be protected

• Individuals should be discouraged from high risk investments

• Individuals’ likelihood of returning a loan depends on their past credit 
scores

• Individuals’ risk attitude can be summarised by a single number

• Small Businesses falls into the highest risk category
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Fin Tech view of risk

• Competitiveness of the finance sector is important

• Risks can be reasonably explained

• Investing in start-ups and SMEs can be done by the public as long as they 
understand the basics

• Solution: Self certified investors after tutorials and quizzes

• Fixed risk attitudes are a myth, but huge amount of data available on individuals 
and small businesses can be used for FORWARD LOOKING risk scores
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Example 1:
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Example 2:



Example 3: 



TALENT IS BORDERLESS 

Veenah comes from 
Chennai. She studied 
engineering but knew she 
needed to attend a top 
program in the US to take 
the next step. 

She dreamt of becoming a 
technical consultant to help 
solves the world’s 
healthcare challenges. 
Studying abroad was not an 
option until she could find a 
funding solution 

Veenah  |  C henna i ,  Ind ia  3 



IMPACT OF SOCIAL CHANGE 
Our aim has always been to increase student accessibility to financial services, based on merit, rather than

geography and socio-economic status.

60% of former Over 60% of 72% of students 69% of students 
students are students return who believe their believe their 
interested in to their home post-graduate postgraduate 
investing in country degree has degree has 

Prodigy in the post-study. enabled them to increased their 
future. pursue their 

dream career. 
ability to 

obtain and retain 
job a 

domestically. 

77% of students 
believe their 
postgraduate 
degree has 

increased their 
ability to 

obtain or retain 
job 

internationally. 



Example 4: Octopus Choice



Example: distilled analytics: 
predictive methods of assessing credit

Financial Well-BeingForaging  (Mobility) Traces

Low 
Risk

High
Risk

based on 100m credit card records
1,400 behavioral 

indicators

valuable signals



More examples



Proptech



Insuretech



Back to Lending:

Isn’t it re-packaging risk and selling to the public?

Does it not sounds familiar?

Should we be scared?
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Questions:

● Selection problem? (“bad money going to bad projects”)
● Does ECF actually democratise investment or is it a playground for 

angel investors with little bit of “real crowd” following?
● Does the crowd make good decisions?
● Is it easier for woman, for minorities, or for startups away from major 

financial centres, to raise money this way?

● Should countries like Canada, US and elsewhere allow unaccredited 
investors (i.e. the “true crowd”) access to such investments?



Questions and Answers:

● Selection problem? (“bad money going to bad projects”) Mostly No
● Does ECF actually democratise investment or is it a playground for 

angel investors with little bit of “real crowd” following? Mostly Yes
● Does the crowd make good decisions? Probably Yes
● Is it easier for woman, for minorities, or for startups away from major 

financial centres, to raise money this way? Mixed evidence

● Should countries like Canada, US and elsewhere allow unaccredited 
investors (i.e. the “true crowd”) access to such investments? 
Probably Yes
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